Two-component systems (2CS) are a primary method that bacteria use to detect and respond to environmental stimuli. Receptor histidine kinases (HK) detect an environmental signal, activating the appropriate response regulator (RR). Genes for such cognate HK-RR pairs are often located proximally on the chromosome, allowing easier identification of the target for a particular signal. However, almost half of all HK and RR proteins are orphans, with no nearby partner, complicating identification of the proteins that respond to a particular signal. To address this problem, we trained a neural network on the amino acid sequences of known 2CS pairs. Next, we developed a recommender algorithm that ranks a set of HKs for an arbitrary fixed RR and arbitrary species whose amino acid sequences are known. The recommender strongly favors known 2CS pairs, and correctly selects orphan pairs in Escherichia coli. We expect that use of these results will permit rapid discovery of orphan HK-RR pairs.
Term Memory network (LSTM) [15] based Machine Learning (ML) model that scores 48 the likelihood that two arbitrary HK-RR proteins interact. LSTM are type of a 49 Recurrent Neural Network often used in ML to infer information from sequential data, 50 e.g. for natural language processing. LSTM has also been used in biology for 51 DNA-based analysis [16] [17] [18] . In this work the HK and RR amino acid sequences are fed 52 into two double-layered LSTM branches. The LSTM outputs are then concatenated 53 with the phylogenetic class category and further processed by four layers of a 54 fully-connected neural network. The recommender algorithm developed from this model, 55 termed ORphAn Kinase Lead Engine (ORAKLE ) that ranks HKs based on their 56 likelihood of pairing with a given RR. 57 
Results

58
ORAKLE was trained on the available body of known 2 · 10 4 cognate and 5 · 10 5 59 non-cognate 2CS pairs for over 1300 bacteria species [19] . More details about the input 60 data curation, the model, and the training process are provided in 'Materials and 61 Methods' section. 62 We will use the following notations. A neural network is a function 63 F (x HK , x RR , x class |θ) = y
that accepts two sequences of amino acids: x HK (x RR ) defines the HK (RR) proteins 64 and x class refers to the phylogenetic class of the species. F also depends implicitly on which ensures that y satisfies y ∈ [0, 1]. By convention, the higher the score of a pair, 68 the more likely it forms a functional 2CS. 69 Any set of HK-RR pairs can be ordered by the ORAKLE score and indexed 0,1,...etc. 70 This index is called rank. The pair with rank of 0 is the most likely to form 2CS, given 71 the set of pairs. 72 For the purpose of this paper we have removed the 5 species listed in Table 1 from 73 both training and validation sets. The ORAKLE predictions for the known 2CS pairs 74 made for the species not used for training will be called a priori, while those for species 75 used in the training will be called a posteriori.
76 Table 1 . Accuracy metrics of ORAKLE prediction for selected species are shown in columns 5 to 10, see text for details. The 5 species listed in this table were excluded from any training and they are true a priori predictions.
Species We present several alternative metrics showcasing the ability for this neural network 77 to pair histidine kinase-response regulator interactions. First, we demonstrate the 78 accuracy of our a posteriori predictions for known kinase pairs for a subset of several 79 hundred bacterial species out of 1300 used in the training. We then check the precision 80 of ORAKLE by making a priori predictions for known 2CS pairs in Escherichia Coli 81 and for 4 other species listed in Table 1 .
82
A posteriori Predictions for Gammaproteobacteria 83 We predicted the rank of the cognate HK for all RR proteins with a known interaction 84 for 223 species from the Gammaproteobacteria class ( Fig. 1 ). Under the assumption 85 that orphan HK-RR pairs interact in a similar fashion, we expect this rank to be close 86 to zero for orphan HKs/RRs, for which the interaction partner remains unknown. Despite the large number of HK choices in some species, and the presence of 88 additional potential interactions that were not included in training (in the form of 89 orphan kinases), we found that on average across 223 species, the correct HK was 90 ranked as 0.3 ± 0.4 -often the top choice. In the worst case species, Allochromatium 91 vinosum DSM 180 with 66 HKs, the average rank of the known cognate HK, given each 92 RR, was 3.7 ± 7.1. The accurate ranking observed throughout the bacterial phylogeny 93 (Table 2), demonstrating that 2CS can be readily paired using a neural-network based 94 prediction algorithm. The worst prediction accuracy is observed for the phylogenetic 95 'group' labeled 'others' 1 , whose class information was not used by the ORAKLE . coli ( Table 1 ). The highest-ranked HK (of 26 choices) is correctly identified for 17 out of 116 18 known RRs for E. coli (Table 3 ). The average rank of the cognate HK for known candidate for each of the 18 RRs, then one would likely fail. The distributions of scores 120 for the 18 known cognate pairs and 450 non-cognate 2 were calculated ( Fig. 3 ). The 121 initial signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 0.04. If we accept only pairs with a score above 0.9, 122 we retain all 18 cognate pairs, i.e. the true positive rate is 1.0. The false positive rate is 123 0.02 in this situation. With this scoring metric, we keep 9 non-cognate pairs. Hence Recommendations for orphan proteins of E. coli 131 There are 17 orphan RR proteins in E. coli for which the sensor HK cannot be 132 determined by proximity alone. We predicted the top 8 HK candidates for the orphan 133 CheY response regulator in E. coli, involved in chemotaxis (Fig. 6 ). This orphan RR is 134 a known target of the master chemotaxis regulator CheA (ECP 1832) [24] . Indeed, 135 ORAKLE correctly predicted that CheA is the congate kinase for CheY, giving this 136 kinase the only score above 0.5. We used ORAKLE to score all 442 'unknown' HK-RR pairs, including the 17 138 orphan RRs and the 26 E. coli HKs. The distribution of the score is shown in Fig. 3 as 139 grey histogram. Only seven of those unknown pairs have a score above 0.9 (Table 4) . The same accuracy metrics were computed for the 4 other strains exluded from training 153 ( Table 1) . Predictions of the ORAKLE remain fairly accurate even for species that 154 contain a larger number of proteins involved in 2CS, and thus a much higher potential 155 pair count e.g. Myxococcus xanthus or Geobacter sulfurreducens. In both these cases, 156 known cognate pairs remain identified with a high accuracy even for more complex 157 species.
158
With this prediction algorithm, we can generate a rank list for any set of possible 159 RR-HK pairs for any bacterial species, given the amino acid sequences of these proteins 160 (Table 1) . HK-RR pairs can be identified through many methods with varying accuracy, such as 169 pooled transposon screening [34] and phosphotransfer profiling [7] . However, the former 170 two methods require a condition under which the known member of the pair is essential 171 for growth, and many HKs and RRs have no known functional role. Additionally, 172 phosphotransfer profiling is often laborious, especially for large genomes. We expect 173 that the ORAKLE will facilitate the rapid assignment of orphan HK-RR interactions, 174 and provide a complementary ranking compared to previous orphan predictors [10, 14] . 175 Assuming that orphan HK-RR interactions are similar to those of neighboring pairs, 176 the pairs sorted by the score from ORAKLE will favor the correct pair on the 2nd ±1 177 position on average [40], so users need only choose the top 4 HKs for a given RR (or top 178 4 RRs for a given HK) to have a high chance chance of testing the correct pairing 179 member -an order-of-magnitude improvement over the use of brute-force 180 methodologies. In practice, we find that the pairing partner is often scored by 181 ORAKLE above 0.5. Thus, it appears that RRs that have no HK with a score above 0.5 182 are candidate noncanonical RRs, which may be activated through alternative To inform the model about the differences between species we decided to use the 219 phylogenetic class as an additional categorical feature. We have singled out the 13 most 220 populous classes, listed in Table 2 , out of 81 from the bacterial phylogeny. All remaining 221 classes were merged into the 'other' class. The raw input amino acid sequences are of variable lengths, as shown in Fig. 8 . We 231 set-up the LSTMs [15] to expected a fixed length inputs. Therefore, we clipped too long 232 HK (RR) proteins at 90 (130) amino acids or pre-padded with the 0-symbol the too 233 short once, as needed. We have diversified the highly replicated cognate pairs at the initialization phase by 235 randomly masking out 10% of amino acids in every input sequence and replacing their 236 codes with the same 0-symbol used for the padding. This 10% noise was applied 237 uniformly also to input sequences for the not-cognate pairs.
238
The 10% noise is an extension of the regularization, acting in a similar fashion as a 239 dropout. Additionally, it insulates the model from possible systematic differences in 240 accuracy in the protein sequences themselves, acquired due to different experimental 241 methods used to assemble them. Most of modern gene sequencing/assembling methods 242 make mistakes below 1% [26, 27] , which is negligible if added in quadrature with our 243 induced noise of 10%.
244
All 3 inputs to the training: HK sequence, RR sequence, and phylogenetic class are 245 categorical of size 22, 22, and 13, respectively. We 1-hot encoded all 3 categorical connected layers that produce one score (Eq. 1). The dropout of 0.2 was applied 255 between any layers, the LSTM recurrent dropout was set at 0.1, the random input noise 256 was of 10%, as discussed earlier. higher accuracy of the averaged predicted score.
282
It is worth noting that there was no obvious optimal configuration of the . We performed supervised learning on the balanced set of 5 · 10 5 pairs 292 with a batch size of 128. The initial learning rate was set to 0.001.
293
We used the K-fold cross-validation method, setting K=10, with 8 data segments 294 merged as the 'training' set, 1 validation segment that provided only the loss as a 295 feedback during the training, and 1 'test' segment that was ignored during the training. 296 We performed 10 independent trainings, cycling the segments to allow each of 10 To verify models θ k were not over-trained we computed AUC and accuracy for the 306 k-th 'test' data segment not used in the θ k training. Fig. 13 shows both metrics for the 307 20 θ k models are stable and the spread of values is only of 0.01 that proves the models 308 were not over-fitting the training data. Averaging over models 310 The final ORAKLE predictions are made by averaging scores y k from the 20 models θ k . 311
